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Castle Cranshaw, also known as Ghost, has always loved basketball. One day while
stopping by a park, he watches the Defenders, a track team while at practice. Ghost sees Lu, who
is a part of the track team and is a really fast runner. Ghost had no interest in being a part of the
track team or running in general but still races Lu for fun. The race results were extremely close,
and with an undetermined winner, the Coach offered Ghost to join his team, but with one
condition.
Ghost isn't the most well behaved at school. He has done many things to get suspended
from school, detention, and more. One of the main reasons for Ghost’s behavior is the anger he
has towards a kid named Brandon who often picks on Ghost for being poor. To be a part of the
track team, Coach and Ghost’s mother decided that he needs to behave in school.
With a natural talent at running, it may seem Ghost is lucky. Although, the truth is a rather
difficult memory of the past for Ghost. Ghost’s father is a heavy drinker and didn’t pay much
attention to his family.
After trying to kill Ghost and his mother while his father was drunk and angry, Ghost
runs his fastest in his life, along with his mother. Thus, learning how to run. At first, Ghost was
uninterested in being in the track team. Later on, he learns what it is like to be a part of a real
team. Track is now very important to Ghost as he rises and improves to be a better runner.
This Book is an amazing choice whether it is a gift or from the library. Ages 8-12 may
find this book interesting and enjoyable. The book Ghost is the first in its series, with the books
in order from Ghost, Patina, Sunny, and Lu.
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